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Food Rule: Make eating an event…" 
 
Statement: I created the food rule of “Making food an event” in order to suggest healthy 
eating habits that involves how a person should eat such as slowing down the actual eating 
process along with the ingredients involved in the food. In the DGA 2010, STRONG evidence 
supports this idea with stating since many restaurants offer the idea of quick and quantity 
service which often are increased portion sizes, people tend to consume a larger amount of 
calories. Therefore, with the increased portion sizes, adolescents and adults who tend to 
eat out, especially with quick service, have an increased risk of weight gain, over weight 
and obesity. Along with that evidence, DGA includes suggestions of opportunities to avoid 
eating out, such as preparing home meals with substantial and healthy ingredients within 
the meal. (U.S. department…2010). Also, in Michael Pollan’s book titled “Food Rules”, he 
states in several chapters that gives STRONG support to this food rule including Rule 20 
which states “it’s not food if it arrived through the window of your car”. Also, rules 48-51 
all discuss the idea of slowing down to eat in order to enjoy the meal. Then rule 58 and 59 
suggest better eating habits if a meal is consumed at a table while conversing with other 
people rather than alone or in front of a TV; the body tends to react better to the eating 
process when these ideas are promoted. Lastly, the strongest food rule that supports the 
idea of “Making food an event” is rule 39. This rule explains in full with “ eat all the junk 
food you want as long as you cook it yourself”. That rule suggests the idea that the more 
time and effort people spend in preparing their meals, the more they are going to enjoy it 
and appreciate it as well as become more cautious about what they are consuming. (Pollan, 
2009) In conclusion, it would be a good idea for UNT students to value this food rule as it 
could promote healthier eating habits as well as an awareness to what they are consuming. 
I would provide this food rule with a STRONG grade as it has been supported well by DGA 
and Pollans food rules along with fulfilling the requirements.  
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